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	Nginx 1 Web Server Implementation Cookbook, 9781849514965 (1849514968), Packt Publishing, 2011

	Nginx is an open source high-performance web server, which has gained quite some
	popularity recently. Due to its modular architecture and small footprint, it has been the default
	choice for a lot of smaller Web 2.0 companies to be used as a load-balancing proxy server. It
	supports most of the existing backend web protocols such as FCGI, WSGI, and SCGI. This book
	is for you if you want to have in-depth knowledge of the Nginx server.


	Nginx 1 Web Server Implementation Cookbook covers the whole range of techniques that
	would prove useful for you in setting up a very effective web application with the Nginx web
	server. It has recipes for lesser-known applications of Nginx like a mail proxy server, streaming
	of video files, image resizing on the fly, and much more.


	The first chapter of the book covers the basics that would be useful for anyone who is starting
	with Nginx. Each recipe is designed to be independent of the others.


	The book has recipes based on broad areas such as core, logging, rewrites, security, and
	others. We look at ways to optimize your Nginx setup, setting up your WordPress blog, blocking
	bots that post spam on your site, setting up monitoring using munin, and much more.


	Nginx 1 Web Server Implementation Cookbook makes your entry into the Nginx world easy
	with step-by-step recipes for nearly all the tasks necessary to run your own web application.
	A practical guide for system administrators and web developers alike to get the best out of the
	open source Nginx web server.
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Object-Oriented Software Engineering Using UML, Patterns, and Java (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2009

	The K2 towers at 8,611 meters in the Karakorum range of the western Himalayas. It is the second highest peak of the world and is considered the most difficult 8000er to climb. An expedition to the K2 typically lasts several months in the summer, when the weather is most favorable. Even in summer, snowstorms are frequent....


		

Modeling Students' Mathematical Modeling Competencies: ICTMA 13Springer, 2009
As we enter the 21st century, there is an urgent need for new approaches to mathematics education emphasizing its relevance in young learners’ futures. Modeling Students’ Mathematical Modeling Competencies explores the vital trend toward using real-world problems as a basis for teaching mathematics skills, competencies, and...


		

Foundations of Quantum Physics (Frontiers in Physics)W. A. Benjamin, 1976
The content of this book has been used for courses on the foundations of quantum physics in Geneva and other places. It is designed to serve as a textbook for graduate students.

The reader is presumed to have a certain background in mathematics, though the text is fairly self-contained and complete. All the basic notions are explicitly...




	

Core Web Application Development with PHP and MySQLPrentice Hall, 2005
The programmers guide to building  robust web applications with PHP and MySQL

This is a comprehensive, practical guide for programmers who  want to develop production-quality, database-enabled web applications with PHP  and MySQL. Long-time developer Marc Wandschneider...


		

Wireless Sensor Networks (Ercoftac S)Kluwer Academic, 2004

	Wireless Sensor Networks presents a comprehensive and tightly organized compilation of chapters that surveys many of the exciting research developments taking place in this field. Chapters are written by several of the leading researchers exclusively for this book. Authors address many of the key challenges faced in the design, analysis and...


		

Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 Studio TechniquesAdobe Press, 2006
Ready to discover not just the how, but also the why behind some of the  most powerful features in Premiere Pro? In Adobe Premiere Pro 2.0 Studio  Techniques, author Jacob Rosenberg goes beyond conventional stepby-  step instruction to give you a real-world perspective on editing with  Premiere Pro. Using Jacob's fi lm footage or your own, you'll...
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